GEOGRAPHY
COURSE OVERVIEW
The course is examined through end of course written
examinations with a variety of question types, multiple
choice, short answer, levels marked responses and
extended prose - but no essays. Along with these is an
individual piece of coursework.
The first examination for this course was in 2018.
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Mr J M Haslam
EXAM BOARD: AQA

‘Iceland was really great, seeing the
juxtaposition of Ice and Fire was a
really stimulating experience!’
Year 13 Student

The geography course changed in 2016. It studies
contemporary issues from across the physical and human
disciplines within the subject. Students have the opportunity
to consider their own roles, values and attitudes in relation
to the themes and issues being studied. The outline is
given below.
A variety of teaching styles are employed including group
and practical work, map/photograph analysis and
interpretation, informal lecturing and extension seminars.
Fieldwork is also integral to the course and visits take place
in both years to a variety of locations. These are both
educational and enjoyable and do include the opportunity to
visit Iceland - a firm favourite!

Extended Learning
Opportunities
for this Course
A Geography Society exists and is run
by the Year 13 girls. They deliver
talks themselves and have a series of
external speakers throughout the year.
Extension seminars are run for those
in Year 13, these aim to look at a
number of topics from perspectives
normally reserved for undergraduates,
this provides those attending with a
challenging environment in which to
develop their views and opinions on a
range of fascinating topic areas, for
example, 17th Century geopolitics
as evidenced from the work of
Daniel Defoe.

Future Study Options
and Career Pathways
Students enjoy the variety of
disciplines studied within the course
and can study Geography successfully
at university along with related
disciplines. A very wide range of
careers are open to geographers.
These include:
 architecture
 economics
 accountancy
 law
 teaching
 management
 environmental disciplines
 oil and resource management

AQA A LEVEL GEOGRAPHY (7037):
The AQA specification (7037) consists of 3 examined components:
Component 1: Physical Geography
Component 2: Human Geography
Component 3: Geography fieldwork investigation
Within each component there are core sections and several options,
for example, in physical geography Component 1 Section A has
water and the carbon cycle as obligatory and thereafter Sections B
and C have option choices.
Similarly in human geography there are obligatory sections and
choices. See the AQA website for more details.
Assessment is in the form of written examinations of 2hour 30min
duration with a variety of question types, multiple choice, short
answer, levels marked responses and extended prose - but no essays.
Along with these is an individual piece of coursework of c.4,000
words, marked by a teacher and moderated by AQA.
The first examination for this course was in 2018.

FORMER STUDENTS OF THIS COURSE
ARE NOW STUDYING ...
Geography at a variety of universities across the country.
We have girls who have gone on to Oxbridge to study
Earth Sciences, Durham for Geography, universities in
Scotland and Wales to read the subject and even some
studying Anthropology. There are also girls that are
studying Geology and Geophysics at several excellent
universities. On graduation these go on to work for a
variety of organisations, including the BBC, Field Studies
Council, the Environment Agency and even as scientists
for the Ocean Drilling Program amongst others.

‘Geography students hold the
key to the world’s problems.’
Michael Palin

Geography Society enrolment

‘Geography has been an ideal companion
subject to my other choices of the sciences.
The units on population studies and health have
really allowed me to see beyond the
science of disease to recognize the complexities
of the modern world and the interaction
between disciplines.
This has been especially true recently with the issues
surrounding outbreaks such as Ebola in
various countries in Africa and beyond and their
level of development and dependency on external
organisations to help combat this disease.’
2019 Leaver

